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ABSTRACT
Wada Y, Sonoda S, Okamoto S, Watanabe M, Okazaki
H, Okuyama Y. Comparison of prediction accuracy of
the total score of FIM motor items at discharge in poststroke patients in a Kaifukuki rehabilitation ward. Jpn
J Compr Rehabil Sci 2019; 10: 71-76.
Objective: We compared the accuracy of formulas for
predicting ADL outcome constructed by multiple
regression analysis in post-stroke patients admitted to
a Kaifukuki rehabilitation ward.
Methods: We divided 1,502 post-stroke patients into a
construction group used to generate prediction
formulas, and a validation group used to confirm
the prediction accuracy. Prediction formula S was
constructed by conventional multiple regression
analysis using Functional Independence Measure–
motor score (mFIM) at discharge as the dependent
variable. Prediction formula R was constructed by
reciprocal multiple regression analysis. Prediction
equation E was constructed by calculating mFIM at
discharge via mFIM effectiveness. In the validation
group, predicted mFIM at discharge was calculated,
and intraclass correlation coefficient and absolute
value of residual were compared.
Results: Intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.86
using prediction formula S, 0.90 using prediction
formula R, and 0.89 using prediction formula E.
Absolute values of residual were 9.38±6.62 using
prediction formula S, 7.30±6.56 using prediction
formula R, and 7.56±6.45 using prediction formula E.
The Steel-Dwass test detected a significant difference
between prediction formulas S and R, and between
prediction formulas S and E (both p<0.05).
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Conclusion: The prediction accuracy of formulas for
predicting ADL outcome constructed by multiple
regression analysis is improved by adding a
transformation that brings the model toward linearity.
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Introduction
Outcome prediction is important for the design and
implementation of treatment plans in rehabilitation.
Regarding predicting the outcome of post-stroke
patients hospitalized in Kaifukuki rehabilitation
wards, many reports of prediction formulas constructed
by multiple regression analysis using the Barthel
Index and Functional Independence Measure (FIM)
score [1] have been published [2, 3].
To improve prediction accuracy, in addition to the
selection of variables to be included in regression
models [3], various methods have been proposed.
These methods include prior transformation of the
variables used for prediction [4], using predicted FIM
effectiveness, which is the ratio of the actual amount
of improvement achieved to the maximum amount
that can be improved [5, 6], and construction of
multiple prediction formulas within the same study
population [7-9]. Although previous studies constructed
prediction formulas by multiple regression analysis
and compared their accuracy, the dependent variables
and other conditions of analysis differed among the
studies. Therefore it has not been possible to compare
the accuracy of those prediction formulas under uniform
conditions.
In the present research, under the same conditions,
we constructed three prediction formulas according to
previous studies and compared their prediction
accuracy.
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Methods
1. Subjects
Patients who had their first supratentorial cerebral
hemorrhage or cerebral infarction and were
hospitalized in the Kaifukuki rehabilitation ward of
our hospital between February 2004 and March 2017
were eligible for the study. Among them, 1,502
patients who were aged 60 years or above, with a
duration from stroke onset to admission of 7 to 60
days, no serious comorbidities (comorbidity index
[10] 4 or above) that impeded training, and no acute
exacerbation during hospitalization were included as
subjects. All the subjects underwent the full-time
integrated treatment program with training provided 7
days a week [11].
2. Changes from admission to discharge
Scatter plots of the total score of FIM motor items
(mFIM) on admission versus mFIM at discharge were
generated for all the subjects, and the regression
equations were computed. Then, mFIM effectiveness
was calculated as follows: mFIM gain was obtained
by subtracting mFIM on admission from mFIM at
discharge; next, mFIM on admission was subtracted
from 91 (maximum mFIM) and the value obtained
was used to divide mFIM gain [5]. Scatter plots of
mFIM on admission versus mFIM effectiveness were
also generated (Figure 2).
3. Three methods of multiple regression analysis
Based on the report by Tokunaga et al. [6], the
independent variables used in this study were: age,
duration from stroke onset to admission, mFIM on
admission, total score of FIM cognitive items (cFIM)
on admission, gender (male/female), and type of
stroke (hemorrhage/cerebral infarction). Dummy

Figure 1. A scatter plot of mFIM on admission
versus mFIM at discharge.
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Figure 2. A scatter plot of mFIM on admission versus
mFIM effectiveness.
variables were used for gender and type of stroke
(male 0/female 1, cerebral hemorrhage 0/cerebral
infarction 1).
Prediction formula S: This prediction formula was
constructed by multiple regression analysis using
mFIM at discharge as the dependent variable and the
above-mentioned items as independent variables.
Prediction formula R: This prediction formula was
constructed by multiple regression analysis using
mFIM at discharge as the dependent variable and the
above-mentioned items as independent variables,
except that mFIM on admission was substituted by
the reciprocal of mFIM on admission (1/mFIM on
admission) according to Sonoda et al. [4].
Prediction formula E: First, according to the report by
Tokunaga et al. [6], multiple regression analysis was
performed using mFIM effectiveness as the dependent
variable and the above-mentioned items as independent
variables. Using the predicted mFIM effectiveness
obtained, predicted mFIM at discharge was calculated
using the equation: mFIM on admission + predicted
mFIM effectiveness × (91 − mFIM on admission).
4. Validation methods
The 1,502 subjects were assigned randomly in two
groups of 751 subjects each, using the formula for
simple random sampling in JMP Pro14. One group
was used to construct prediction formulas by multiple
regression analysis (construction group). The other
group was used to calculate predicted values using the
constructed prediction formulas (validation group).
In the construction group, prediction formula S,
prediction formula R, and prediction formula E were
constructed. In the validation group, the predicted
values were determined using each of the prediction
formulas, and scatter plots of measured mFIM at
discharge versus predicted mFIM at discharge were
generated. Then, the intraclass correlation coefficient
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between measured and predicted values and the
residual (value obtained by subtracting the predicted
value from the measured value) were calculated. Since
a Bartlett test performed in advance found that the data
of both groups did not follow a normal distribution,
the median of the absolute value of residual was
compared among the three prediction formulas using
the Kruskal–Wallis test, followed by post-hoc analysis
using the Steel–Dwass test. For all statistical analyses,
the statistical level was set at less than 5% (p < 0.05).
In conducting this series of research, comprehensive
consent for the use of data was obtained from patients
at the time of admission, and consideration was given
to protect personal information during analysis. The
statistical software used was JMP Pro14.
Results
Patient characteristics are shown in Table 1. A
scatter plot of mFIM on admission versus mFIM at
discharge is shown in Figure 1, and a scatter plot of
mFIM on admission versus mFIM effectiveness is
shown in Figure 2. Scatter plots of measured mFIM
versus predicted mFIM are
 shown in Figure 3. In the
validation group, the intraclass correlation coefficients
between predicted values and measured values were
0.86 using prediction formula S, 0.90 using prediction
formula R, and 0.89 using prediction formula E. The

residuals were −0.83±11.5 (median −0.02) using
prediction formula S, 0.83±9.79 (median 0.95) using
prediction formula R, and 1.03±9.89 (median 0.61)
using prediction formula E. The absolute values of
residual were 9.38±6.62 (median 7.90) using
prediction formula S, 7.30±6.56 (median 5.67) using
prediction formula R, and 7.56±6.45 (median 5.99)
using prediction formula E. The Kruskal–Wallis
test detected a significant difference in the absolute
values of residual among the three groups (p < 0.05).
The post-hoc Steel–Dwass test found a significant
difference between prediction formula S and prediction
formula R, and between prediction formula S and
prediction formula E (both p < 0.05), and the absolute
value of residual was greater for prediction formula S
than for the other two formulas. No significant
difference was found between prediction formula R
and prediction formula E (p = 0.52) (Figure 4).
Discussion
The present study revealed that compared with
conventional multiple regression analysis, the method
using the reciprocal of mFIM on admission and the
prediction method via predicting mFIM effectiveness
both improved the accuracy of predicting mFIM at
discharge. In the following sections, the methods of
comparing outcome prediction and the characteristics

Table 1. Patient characteristics.
Prediction group
N=751

Validation group
N=751

Sex (Male/Female)
Age
Number of days from onset to admission
Cerebral hemorrhage/Cerebral infarction

432/319
72.5±7.8 (72)
32.6±12.1 (31)
310/441

423/328
72.6±7.9 (72)
32.5±11.9 (31)
304/447

Motor FIM subscore on admission
Cognitive FIM subscore on admission
Motor FIM subscore at discharge

45.0±22.4 (44)
22.9±8.7 (24)
65.6±22.0 (73)

43.5±22.0 (41)
22.4±9.0 (23)
63.8±22.8 (71)

Data for this study are expressed as number of patients or mean ± standard deviation (median value).

Figure 3. Scatter plots of measured mFIM versus predicted mFIM.
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Figure 4. Comparison of absolute value of residual
among the three groups.
of the prediction methods used in this study are
discussed.
Methods of comparing outcome prediction
Several reports comparing the methods of outcome
prediction in stroke patients have been published [2-4,
12]. Heinemann et al. [3] summarized 17 studies as a
comparison between studies that conducted outcome
prediction from the Uniform Data System for Medical
Rehabilitation database, and revealed variations in
the prediction rate and the level of contribution of
variables. Meyer et al. [2] conducted a systematic
review including only reports of multiple regression
analysis predicting FIM and Barthel Index of stroke
patients. They identified 27 studies and 63 multiple
regression formulas, and their discussions centered on
which variables made a significant contribution
without examining the pros and cons of the prediction
methods.
When comparing outcome prediction methods, it
is important to confirm whether the conditions of
comparison are uniform between studies. In metaanalyses and systematic reviews that pool the data
of the same type of studies with different study
populations, an advantage of being able to gather a
large number of cases often coexists with difficulties
in interpretation due to the differences between patient
groups. Therefore, a comparison of outcome prediction
methods using the same patient population for
constructing prediction formulas and for confirming
the accuracy of outcome prediction is useful, and is
even better if the patient population contains a large
number of homogeneous subjects. Although outcome
comparison studies using the data of a large number of
cases from the Japan Association of Rehabilitation
Database have been conducted, there is a limitation
that the data are submitted voluntarily from diverse
rehabilitation environments [8, 13-17]. In the present
study, all the subjects participated in the full-time
integrated treatment program incorporating motor
Jpn J Compr Rehabil Sci Vol 10, 2019

learning. Hence, we were able to utilize a relatively
large patient population in the Kaifukuki rehabilitation
ward who underwent the same rehabilitation program.
When comparing different statistical methods, it is
important to use the same independent variable and
the same amount of information provided. In this
research, we planned the comparisons using the same
independent variable, and we consider that the
differences between the prediction formulas were
clearly demonstrated by statistical methods.
For multiple regression analysis, the multiple
correlation coefficient is often used as a method to
compare accuracy. However, we reason that rather
than showing prediction accuracy only in the group
used for constructing the multiple regression formula,
it is desirable to include a validation group and to
demonstrate the prediction accuracy in that group.
This requires using a comparison method other than
the multiple correlation coefficient, because it cannot
be used in the validation group. In this study, we
performed comparisons using the intraclass correlation
coefficient, which showed that the three prediction
formulas had almost the same accuracy. Therefore, we
further compared the formulas using the absolute
value of residual obtained by subtracting the predicted
value from the measured value. Previous studies
performed comparisons using residual, square of
residual, and the absolute value of residual [4, 8, 1719]. The purpose of this study was to compare
prediction formulas, and, since determining which
formula predicts values closer to the actual scores is
more important than finding which formula has the
smaller systematic error, we used the absolute value of
residual for comparison.
Characteristics of the outcome prediction methods
in this study
A previous study showed that when predicting ADL
score at discharge from ADL score on admission to a
Kaifukuki rehabilitation ward, the relationship is not
linear [4]. The reason is that when using mFIM as an
outcome measure, due to the influence of the floor
effect (mFIM on admission lower than 13 points
cannot be obtained) and the ceiling effect (mFIM at
discharge higher than 91 points cannot be achieved),
the degree of ADL improvement of patients needing a
moderate level of assistance is greater than that of
other patients. Various methods have been proposed to
solve this non-linearity problem, such as modifying
the multiple regression analysis and using a non-linear
regression equation [4, 20, 21]. In this study, we made
various modifications to the multiple regression
analysis with an easy-to-understand logical structure
of prediction, and compared the formulas constructed.
According to Sonoda et al. [4] and Inouye [20], the
accuracy of a multiple regression equation is improved
when the model is brought closer to linearity. In the
present study, prediction formula S, which is a simple
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multiple regression equation obtained from the scatter
plot of measured values versus predicted values,
yielded a sigmoid curve. On the other hand, prediction
formula R and prediction formula E were models
closer to linearity, and their prediction accuracy was
higher than that of prediction formula S.
Both prediction formula R and prediction formula E
conceivably correct the ceiling effect of mFIM on
admission. First, for prediction formula R, the
reciprocal of mFIM for patients with high score on
admission becomes close to 0, and hence has less
influence on the predicted value. In the case of
prediction formula E, we first predicted mFIM
effectiveness by multiple regression analysis, and then
used this value to calculate mFIM at discharge. Since
the values of mFIM effectiveness range from 0 to 1,
in the latter stage of calculation [predicted mFIM
effectiveness × (91 − mFIM on admission)] the values
obtained for almost all the patients with high mFIM on
admission become small, and consequently the gap
between the measured value and the predicted value is
also diminished.
For prediction formula R, because the minimum
value of mFIM is 13 and not 0, using the reciprocal of
mFIM probably has little influence on the floor effect.
In addition, a study has shown that mFIM effectiveness
cannot correct the low level of outcome when mFIM
on admission is in the low range (13-48 points) [22].
In the present study also, the predicted value of mFIM
at discharge tended to be lower than the measured
value when mFIM on admission was in the low range
(Figure 3), showing that the floor effect was not
corrected.
As discussed above, in the present comparison of
the three prediction formulas, mitigation of the ceiling
effect in patients with high mFIM on admission is the
main reason for the better results obtained from
prediction formula R and prediction formula E
compared with prediction formula S. As for the
possible contributing factors for no difference between
prediction formula R and prediction formula E, there
is a limit to the applicability of data transformation to
bring the prediction model toward linearity when
using multiple regression analysis, and a certain
number of patients who are affected by inhibition
factors probably reduce the prediction accuracy.
Future directions
In this study, the intraclass correlation coefficient
remained at around 0.9 despite the modifications used
to generate prediction formula R and prediction
formula E. To explore further modifications to the
multiple regression analysis, piecewise multiple
regression analysis that applies different multiple
regression equations to the low mFIM group and high
mFIM group [23] may improve the prediction accuracy
in the low mFIM group.
Potential directions for improving prediction


accuracy include conversion of FIM score into an
interval scale by Rasch analysis [24] and prediction by
adding temporal data. As examples of methods to
supplement temporal data, using FIM improvement at
one month after admission as the independent variable
in multiple regression analysis [12], and prediction of
mFIM at discharge from FIM on admission and at 2-6
weeks after admission from a logarithmic curve [21]
have been reported. However, there is a concern
regarding mixing methods, with the result that one
may get closer to the goal of rehabilitation by waiting
to collect temporal data; it is important to consider the
trade-off between improvement of prediction accuracy
and delay of prediction time. Furthermore, when
adding an inhibition factor to the variables, it is
important to consider which patient group is adversely
affected by the inhibition factor [25]. In the future,
neural networks [26] and AI may be applied to
outcome prediction.
When applying such innovative methods, the
approach that we used in this study for comparing
accuracy of prediction formulas, that is, including the
same variables in the models, dividing subjects into a
prediction formula construction group and a validation
group, and comparing the residual and intraclass
correlation coefficient, may be useful.
Conclusion
With post-stroke patients hospitalized in a Kaifukuki
rehabilitation ward as subjects, we compared three
prediction formulas obtained from multiple regression
analyses using the same variables. When prediction
accuracy was assessed using the absolute value of
residual obtained by subtracting the predicted value
from the measured value, the prediction accuracy for
prediction formula R that used the reciprocal of mFIM
and for prediction formula E calculated via predicted
FIM effectiveness was higher than for prediction
formula S obtained from conventional multiple
regression analysis. These results prove that the
prediction accuracy can be improved by data
transformation that brings the prediction model closer
to linearity. The findings of the present study may be
used to develop a more accurate outcome prediction
formula by improving the prediction method and the
independent variables used in the regression model.
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